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welcome message

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE TUESDAY 15 MAY 2012 

introduction

Bigger,
better, and
bolder
than ever

This is the year that TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE truly comes into its
own… a solid reflection of a region
that continues to excite with its
energy and dynamism. A region which,
although not without its problems,
continues to pull out some quite
exceptional figures: an almost 26%
increase in Chinese visitor numbers to
South Korea in the first two months of
this year being just one example.

example, is moving to an impressive new
double-decker stand this year and like
all the other exhibitors this proves our
commitment to travel retail within
the region.
Next year we hope, of course, that the
demand for space will be even greater!
The good news is that we will be easily
able to accommodate new exhibitors in
2013 as the Suntec Centre is undergoing
a major refurbishment this year. As part
of an overall US$320m revamp of the

It’s more than gratifying, therefore, that this

Suntec City Complex, the Suntec Centre is

year’s event is our biggest yet, with a record

enjoying a US$140m makeover, which will

number of exhibitors at 236 over almost

see full floors introduced onto the upper

7,000sqm. When we saw that demand was

atrium levels and direct access via open

going to outstrip floor space this year, we

air express elevators from ground level to

looked for a way to accommodate as many

Level 3. The new Suntec Centre promises

new brands as possible – hence introducing

to be right up-to-date with new technology

The Mezzanine area on Level 3 – just next

and facilities, including a two-storey

to the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar (it’s also

digital wall and free-of-charge high-speed

where the Press Centre is located this

wifi within the venue and its immediate

year). The Mezzanine is NOT just an add-on

surrounds. So we will have plenty of

area, it’s an integral part of the exhibition

opportunity to continue expanding the

with both international and regional brands

exhibition over the next three years.

present, including Botran, Desigual, Glam

This year, renovation has affected

Rock, Lilas Blanc and Mandarina Duck.

us somewhat with the closure of the

The fact that we have 62 new or returning

popular Pan Pacific hotel. Scheduled to

exhibitors this year is another reflection

be fully operational again in September

of the growing interest in the Asia Pacific

this year, the new design is intended to

region and I’m delighted to welcome brands

create a sense of space and calm through

including Furla, Goldkenn, La Prairie,

the hotel’s own ‘Pacific Touch’. In the

P&G Prestige, Beam Global/The Edrington

meantime, we have done our very best to

Group, Travel Retail Innovations, Philip

ensure there are sufficient quality hotel

Morris International and World of Patria

rooms available to all participants here

International. There’s also increased

this week – where we can all find our little

investment from brands into the event

bit of calm!

with some big and bold stand designs; my

I wish you all a most successful and

own company William Grant & Sons, for

enjoyable week.

The good news is
that we will be
easily able to
accommodate
new exhibitors in
2013 as the
Suntec Centre
is undergoing
a major
refurbishment
this year.

TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar
The always-popular TFWA Asia Pacific
Bar opened yesterday following a
busy day of conference and workshop
sessions. Firmly established as the
ideal onsite networking location,
delegates enjoyed complimentary
drinks and the chance to unwind in a
relaxed environment.

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is open on
Tuesday and Wednesday from 08:00 to
19:30, and on Thursday from 08:00 to 15:00.
Breakfast served from 08:00 to 09:30.
Lunch served from 11:30 to 15:00 (last
orders at 14:15).
Bar from 18:00 to 19:30 (on Tuesday and
Wednesday).

WiT meeting

The Women in Travel (WiT) meeting took place in the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar yesterday. Sarah Branquinho, Business
Relations & External Affairs Director, World Duty Free Group and founding WiT member, commented: “WiT is an initiative
to create a working group for women who work in the duty free and travel retail industry. It’s open for everyone from
beginners to chief executives. It’s encouraging that so many women in the industry are obtaining senior positions and we
hope that this group serves as an inspiration.”

Erik Thomsen
Vice-President
Commercial, TFWA

New this year:
Free wifi inside the exhibition halls.
SSID: tfwa2012@suntec
Password: tfwa2012
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conference & workshops report

Power and
Potential in
Asia Pacific

Juul-Mortensen: “Power and potential are two words that
encapsulate the enormous opportunity in the region.”

Yesterday’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE conference provided an enlightening
perspective on today’s powerhouses in
Asia Pacific travel retail, as well as areas
of significant potential. Each of the highprofile speakers explored the main theme in
a series of thought-provoking addresses.
The packed auditorium was testament
to the prescience of the conference
theme. TFWA President Erik JuulMortensen opened with his traditional
State of the Industry address, in
which he outlined some fascinating
figures. Global travel retail sales
reached US$46 billion in 2011 – a
17.9% increase on 2010. Significantly,
sales in Asia Pacific overtook those
in Europe for the first time, totalling
US$15.92 billion last year.

makes the potential in the region so real and

selfless commitment and all of us to support

“Travel retailers, have you read the Code and

exciting,” commented Juul-Mortensen.

each other. We should all be doing all we

decided to abide by the principles? We have

Asia Pacific will have the largest share of

can to support our industry when it is under

to shout from the rooftops that we endorse

global passengers by 2019 – 2.5 billion

attack; when one category is affected,

this Code.”

passengers or a 33% share.

we are all affected,” he said. “Your global

Individual national policies also pose a threat

“Power and potential are two words that

and regional trade associations are your

to the travel retail industry. For example,

encapsulate the enormous opportunity

industry’s insurance cover. Real progress is

the Australian government only last week

in the region. Faced with an ever-more

being made to prevent setbacks and protect

voted to restrict inbound tobacco allowances

fragmented and diverse consumer base,

the industry for all.”

from 250 cigarettes to 50. “Policies like this

we will have to work hard to turn them into

The recently-launched Asia Pacific Travel

are being copied and implemented in other

customers. There is more wealth to be had

Retail Association (APTRA) and European

markets. The departures business of every

in travel retail in Asia Pacific,” concluded

Travel Retail Council (ETRC) Self-regulatory

airport sending passengers to Australia will

Juul-Mortensen.

Codes of Conduct for the Sales of Alcohol

be affected,” commented Tuli.

“While most of the rest of the world is

Sunil Tuli, APTRA President, and Managing

Products in Duty-Free and Travel Retail, are

He also referenced the China Conference –

operating in the context of economic

Director, King Power Group (Duty Free and

an example of this progress. “The purpose

‘China’s Century – The Fast Pace of Change

stagnation, here in Asia Pacific we are

Travel Retail) Hong Kong, followed with

of the Code is not only to instil a culture of

in China Duty Free & Travel Retail’ – which

operating in a region of growth,” commented

a passionate address in which he called

responsibility across the region, but also to

TFWA is organising in partnership with

Juul-Mortensen.

for unity as a common thread to help the

demonstrate to policy-makers that we are

APTRA. The event takes place on 5 to 7

He referenced the power of China – the

industry through challenges. “Unity requires

doing everything possible,” explained Tuli.

March 2013.

world’s second largest economy after the
US. Again, the figures here are impressive.
60 million Chinese travelled abroad in 2011,
with Chinese travellers' spend totalling
US$3 billion. Juul-Mortensen referred to
their hunger for prestige brands, which is
driving the sale of luxury goods. According
to KPMG figures, China’s upper middle class
will show compound growth of 43% between
2010 and 2015.
While China presents perhaps the
biggest opportunity, it is certainly not
the only one. Among the thriving Asian
countries mentioned by Juul-Mortensen
were India, Korea and Singapore, while
emerging Asia includes economies such
as Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar.
“There is not a single economy in this
region that is not growing. There are very
different rates of growth, led by China
at +9% last year and Vietnam at +7%.
There is no more powerful indicator
for people in this room than economic
growth,” explained Juul-Mortensen.
Investment in airport infrastructure and
routes is critical to meeting capacity
demands. India’s government will invest
US$30 billion in airports over the next 10
years; Jakarta is expanding to be able to
handle 87 million passengers per year
by 2025; and Kuala Lumpur’s new KLIA2
terminal will provide capacity for an
additional 45 million passengers. “This

Tuli: “Your global and regional trade associations are your
industry’s insurance cover. Real progress is being made to
prevent setbacks and protect the industry for all.”
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Shifting economic power
Chandran Nair, CEO, Global Institute
for Tomorrow, delivered a provocative
presentation, highlighting some of the
promising and harsh realities for business
in Asia, and focusing on the economic shift
from West to East. He opened positively:
“The future of this part of the world is
bright, with a lot of opportunities. We live in
very exciting times and Asia is at the centre
of that.”

Nair:
"The future of
this part of the
world is bright,
with a lot of
opportunities. We
live in very
exciting times
and Asia is at the
centre of that."

While indicating that the shift in economic
power from West to East is unprecedented
in the era of modern business, Nair does
not believe that any particular region or
nation will dominate the 21st century.
“The idea of an ‘Asian Century’ is a bad
idea,” he contended. “That is not what the
21st century should be all about. I call it
‘nobody’s century’ or ‘everybody’s century’.”
He outlined some impressive figures.
Global output is currently US$70 trillion
per year, with Asia accounting for US$30
trillion of that. Global output is expected
to rise to US$420 trillion in the next 40
years – Asia accounting for around half of
that figure. “There are limits as to how to
address this growth. The world population

the overpricing of bottled water. My bigger

an estimated 300,000 millionaires and

“The real challenge of internationalism for

will be about 10 billion in 2050 – that’s

point about pricing is that it won’t affect the

increasing, a middle class of around 250

a company is to learn about the different

expected to increase by the end of this

business you are in.”

million people and a 1.3 billion population,

countries by importing and assimilating the

century, when it will peak at 15 billion. By

He also raised the inevitability of carbon

which spent US$6 billion on luxury goods

different cultures.”

2050, 5 or 6 billion people will live in this

taxes, which will have implications across

last year, according to Ernst & Young.

A priority for Furla is to develop its

region,” commented Nair.

economies. “If governments start to impose

Investment bank Goldman Sachs predicts

presence in Asia Pacific travel retail. Key to

With governments, for example in Europe,

taxes on certain resources, these will trickle

that China’s consumption of luxury goods

success in this segment, he said, is having

beginning to realise that debt driven

through the economy. Please be prepared

will rise from 12% to 29% by 2015 –

appropriate space, visual merchandising

growth is not the future, he recommended

for radical change, it’s not a bad thing,”

it is set to dominate luxury retail,”

and brand investment. “Travel retail is an

making resource management key to

he concluded.

explained Poletto.

attractive shopping experience. Airports are

He strongly believes that brands must

now like hyper-connected lifestyle malls.

constrained. Economic activity must be done

A new paradigm

think globally and act locally. Today’s

They are a place where brands can express

in such a way that collective welfare takes

Eraldo Poletto, CEO, Furla, concluded the

success stories, he said, are linked

themselves and where consumers can

precedence over individual rights,” he said.

Morning Plenary session by offering the

to those companies and those brands

experience the brands,” concluded Poletto.

Nair also referred to “restrained capitalism”,

perspective of a luxury brand enjoying

that have managed to globalise not just

It was a truly engaging conference

which he describing as governments

growth in Asia. The future, he said,

products but ideas. “In a society where

programme, which delivered many

intervening when prices go up. “There is

is in Asia, describing the East as a

there are no more barriers and borders,

thought-provoking insights into the Power

no need to fear this, it will trickle across

“new paradigm”.

where the internet makes information

and Potential in Asia Pacific. While there

the economy,” he said. “Take bottled water,

“China is the key player and is set to

discoverable and accessible in real-time,

are challenges, there are undoubtedly

for example, I think this is a business in its

become the second biggest consumer of

the sharing and globalisation of ideas plays

enormous opportunities for continued

dying days. Governments will intervene in

luxury goods by 2015. Today, there are

a fundamental role,” commented Poletto.

impressive growth in the region.

business decision-making. “Resources are

Poletto:
"China is the key
player and is set
to become the
second biggest
consumer of
luxury goods
by 2015."
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Managing Director, Counter Intelligence
Retail, emphasised the strong gifting culture

China
Revisited

and the high spending power of Chinese
travellers ($177 compared with the global
average of $102) as motivation for the sector
to respond and create suitable strategies
for purchase conversion. “Understanding

Yesterday’s Workshop A – China
Revisited – gave delegates a chance
to explore the power and growth
potential of the Chinese duty free
market. Opening proceedings, Charles
Chen, Vice President, China Duty Free
Group (CDFG) pointed to the ‘infinite’
potential of China as a conduit for
duty free expansion – seen against
a background of sustained economic
growth of 9.2% in 2011, 33.3% growth
in the Chinese travel retail markets
and plans to build more than 70
airports over the next five years.

those on organised trips is essential for
travel,” Stasiulevicuis explained. He added
that the propensity to plan becomes more
important to capitalise on opportunities for
the purchase of liquor, tobacco and luxury
goods, which enjoy relatively high conversion
rates of 50%, 65% and 60% respectively by
Chinese consumers.
Chandran Nair, CEO, GIFT (Global
Institute for Tomorrow) raised an
important point surrounding the
perception of luxury branding as a
product of the Western world and the
impact of global travel retail expansion
on Asia Pacific economies. The Chinese

“The growth rate is likely to go beyond

spending amounts and the reconstruction

reportedly “big news” for secondary

market is growing and Stasiulevicuis

people’s expectations,” commented Chen.

of airports are key strategic elements.

carriers, according to Sadubin.

said it could account for half of the

This is demonstrated by the success of sales

“This market is complicated, changing and

Addressing the pattern of Chinese consumer

forecast growth in luxury goods over the

at Sanya Duty Free.

gradually displaying unlimited potential,”

behaviour globally, Garry Stasiulevicuis,

next 10 years.

Aside from Beijing and Shanghai, there is an

explained Chen.

increase in consumer awareness in second

Meanwhile, Derek Sadubin, Chief

and third tier cities, a consistent level of

Operating Officer, CAPA, identified the

preference for luxury goods and an appetite

expansion of high-speed rail hubs in

for new media, such as websites and social

areas such as Shanghai, as a key driver

networking, which influence purchasing

for change. Secondary growth in the form

habits before travelling. According to Chen,

of low-cost carriers, such as Scoot, Tiger

an improvement of offshore duty free policy,

Airways and Eastar Jet, is also impressive,

expanding shopping times, increasing

with airports in Chongqing and Chengdu

Workshop A focused on the many
dimensions to the power and
potential of the duty free and
travel retail market in China.

Emerging
Asia
The potential in the Asia Pacific region
beyond the powerhouses of China and
India was explored in the ‘Emerging
Asia’ session, which focused on
various country markets, including
Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam,
Sri Lanka and Malaysia.
Outlining the strength of the region, Martin
Roll, CEO, Martin Roll Company, opened the
session by stating: “Asia will be the future
leader”. Demographic shifts, a rising middle
class and increased political and consumer
self-confidence will all be contributing
factors. “Asia will also become much more
of a trend-setter,” Roll outlined, thanks to

Roll: “Emerging Asia is becoming much more connected and this connectivity is driving growth.”

the “emerging economies that are daring to
be different.”

Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Nepal,

original design capacity – and significant

Landmark Duty Free Philippines, said: “One

He explained that Asia Pacific accounts for

all of which experienced year-on-year

expansion plans are now being undertaken

of the most frustrating things is hearing

34% of global air traffic at present, and by

passenger growth of +20-40% in 2011, were

to ensure that the infrastructure is in place

about our ‘unfulfilled potential’, but we’re

2020 the region will account for 2.2 billion

highlighted as examples of this growth.

to support further growth.

now moving towards fulfilling that potential.”

passengers. “Emerging Asia is becoming

“The more mature country markets are also

“We aim to make Soekarno-Hatta Airport

Ninoy Aquino International Airport, which

much more connected and this connectivity

beginning to market more for yield,” he said,

a world-class facility,” Wahyuni said.

serves the capital city, Manila, is currently

is driving growth,” he added.

“which is great news for retailers.”

“To achieve this, we realise we need the

being upgraded – a development driven by

Stu Lloyd, senior director, Pacific Asia Travel

A case study focusing on Jakarta Soekarno-

infrastructure, systems, processes and

the increasing inbound tourism demand.

Association, highlighted the importance of both

Hatta International Airport was then put

better values and services.”

“Tourism has become the next big thing

inbound tourism from long-distance markets

forward by Anastasia Wahyuni, the airport’s

Comprehensive airport developments are

for investment companies in the

and intra-Asian travel, which are having positive

head of corporate communication. The

also ongoing elsewhere in the region and the

Philippines,” Esteban concluded. “We are

impacts on the industry as a whole in the region

Indonesian airport handled more than 50

Philippines provides another fitting example.

no longer a story of wasted potential, our

and the opportunities for retailers.

million passengers in 2011 – well above its

Addressing delegates, Chim Esteban, CEO,

time has come.”
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New technology and social media
were at the heart of the ‘Technology
Talk’ workshop, which featured
enlightening presentations from three
experts from within the field.

both in the lounge and inflight, and Qantas’
‘Q streaming’ were among the examples
drawn upon.
“Social media and new technology is
something you need to think long and hard
about because it’s going to change how you

Kemp: “The reality is people are always using social
media for their own benefit. The easiest way to connect
with people is to add value to their life.”

Simon Kemp, managing director, We Are

do business not just for the airport, but on a

Social (Singapore), set the scene at the start

duty free level as well,” he said.

of the session: “Social networking is nothing

The final speaker in the session was Brett

new, but what has changed is that the

Henry, VP India, Abacus International, who

internet has made it possible on a massive

provided an intriguing overview of how best

scale.” He explained that there are presently

to approach the issue of mobile technology

1.6 billion social media users worldwide

and using smartphones as a communication

and it is expected that there will be another

and service tool for passengers. A key point

250 million by the end of 2012. “Mobile

was that “you need to focus on the user

technology will be key to this,” he said.

experience”. Loyalty and engagement are also

Outlining how the duty free and travel retail

vital, as is developing a specific, useful and

community can embrace social media, he

easy to navigate mobile website, he explained.

continued: “The reality is people are always

“There shouldn’t be a mobile strategy,

using social media for their own benefit. The

mobile should be the strategy,” he said. “You

easiest way to connect with people is to add

need to have mobile incorporated as part of

value to their life.”

what you’re doing.”

To build an effective campaign, he said that
brand owners, retailers and operators must
listen to what consumers are saying and
doing, build conversations not campaigns, and
be dedicated to social media in the long-term.
Shashank Nigam, CEO of SimpliFlying, then
presented a number of case studies from
within the industry, providing examples of
how new technology and social media can
be used to communicate with the passenger.
Qatar Airways’ inflight app for business

henry:
"There shouldn’t
be a mobile
strategy, mobile
should be the
strategy."

passengers, airBaltic’s distribution of iPad’s

Airline &
Inflight
Asia

The Airline & Inflight Asia workshop revealed innovations and opportunities that could transform travel retail in the region.

Experts in the Airline & Inflight Asia
workshop revealed innovations and
opportunities that could transform
travel retail in the region.
David Huttner, Senior Vice President,
Nyras Capital, said the growth of low-cost
carriers (LCCs) in Asia Pacific was going
off the chart: “People think LCCs carry
riff-raff and backpackers. Poor people
don’t fly that much – wealthy people do.
The LCC growth is staggering.”
Huttner said there was no strict definition
of what makes an LCC: “Some people say
Emirates is not an LCC, but they look at
everything with an LCC mentality. They
might have showers upstairs, in first

findings of a travel retail survey conducted

aspect of purchasing inflight can come

grown to 1,400 cabin crew members.

class, but go downstairs and you’ll see it’s

for APTRA. He said: “83% of travellers

in. It would be fantastic to see what

Vimal Rai, Executive Director, Inflight Sales

pretty much an LCC.”

decide to buy when they’re on the plane.”

could be done so the female traveller

Group Hong Kong, commented: “The next

Huttner also discussed the “The Battle

Mohn added that a lot of time and effort

could touch and feel the products.”

big challenge is inflight connectivity and

of the Bins”, with space a premium in

was put into making inflight travel retail

Aldric Chau, Assistant Manager

meeting the demands of the CCC – the

overhead cabin lockers for travel retail

brochures attractive. But a spectacular

Inflight, Cathay Pacific, analysed the

Constantly Connected Customer.”

goods and the challenge this posed in

finding of the survey showed only a quarter

results of an onboard customer survey

He said: “Cabin crews are primarily there

turning aircraft around quickly. He said: “If

of travellers rated the brochures as ‘good’.

conducted with 10,000 travellers

for service and safety. We might need to be

a plane is on the ground it’s like a factory

Mohn said this proved there was huge

between November and December 2011.

looking at a paradigm change. How much

that’s on a lunch-break for an hour.”

potential for improvement. He added:

Chau also told how Cathay Pacific had

time do the aircraft crew have to sell? How

Peter Mohn, Partner, Mind-set, shared the

“We have to ask how the touchy-feely

created an elite sales force that has

much time do they have to engage?”
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01

Creating
powerful
customer
experience
Yesterday’s Closing Plenary session provided a truly forward-thinking look at
customer engagement. Jonathan Chippindale, CEO, Holition, explored a new world of
customer experience to illustrate how brands and retailers can engage consumers
at all points of the journey, and in increasingly creative ways.
Chippindale explained that consumers
are beginning to veer away from
traditional media, adding that Holition
is interested in whether technology
can bridge the gap between
luxury brands and the media their
customers are using. “Retail theatre
is so important and I believe that
technology can really help deliver
that,” he commented. “Retail theatre
is a huge topic, ranging from scent
in the air, to lighting, to music, to
fittings, etc. It is a hot topic. Ralph
Lauren, for example, turned its
stores in London and New York into
a literal theatre – it was stunning.”

were put in a window, facing outwards

device activations over the last Christmas

things with pop-up and social media that

so that people could ‘try on’ watches as

period in the UK – one for every 10 people

you wouldn’t ordinarily do with brand.”

they passed by the store. Chippindale

in the UK. “20% of onsite visits and 16%

Expanding on the potential relevance of

explained that the two-week promotion

of spend on the top 150 UK retail sites

augmented reality to travel retail, he added

generated an impressive 83% increase in

is via mobile,” commented Chippindale.

that it could be particularly useful onboard

boutique sales, making it Tissot’s most

“One in five iPads in the US are bought by

through the inflight magazine, and in future

successful PR campaign ever in the UK.

companies for use by their employees.

could potentially be utilised on the seat

The company has also done significant

This is having a major impact on the way

back. There are also potential applications

work with department stores, including

consumers consume traditional media.

for technologies as the traveller walks

Harrods and Bloomingdale’s, for which it

72% of people globally who own an iPad

through the airport. “Content is king; it is

created an augmented reality experience

buy less printed material – in Asia, that

all about creativity and using technology to

that enabled shoppers to ‘try on’ jewellery.

figure is 90%. Technology is modifying

grab attention,” concluded Chippindale.

“It is the liberation of the consumer. A

the relationship between the consumer

lot of our technology is about creating an

and the brand. Sales and touch-points

engagement and enabling people to tell their

increasingly lie outside traditional retail.”

friends about the experience, then they tell

Another subject explored was

their friends and so on,” said Chippindale.

convenience and the rise of the virtual

The potential of augmented reality is vast

This is the idea of social multiplication,

product. With clothing, for example, it

and fascinating. As an example, Holition

which emphasises the power of social

would be a major business benefit if

produced an application for Tissot that

media. Chippindale added: “The idea is

the technology could identify sizing.

enabled consumers to reach-up their

that you can have a personal experience on

The rise of the pop-up is another prominent

hand in front of a webcam and ‘try on’

your mobile that you can then share with

trend. “I’m interested in this, as in travel

up to 36 different watches. For Tissot,

friends – it becomes a shared experience.”

retail what you have is effectively a series

Holition also did an application with

He outlined the interesting statistic that

of pop-up stores, due to the limited

Selfridges in London, whereby two screens

there were 6.8 million Android/Apple

space,” said Chippindale. “You can do

01 Chippindale: “Retail theatre is so important
and I believe that technology can really help
deliver that.”
02 Chippindale: “A lot of our technology is about
creating an engagement and enabling people to
tell their friends about the experience.”
03 Participating in yesterday’s TFWA Industry
Association Working Lunch were: Sunil Tuli,
President, APTRA and Managing Director,
King Power Group Hong Kong (Duty Free);
Sarah Branquinho, President-designate, ETRC
and Business Relations & External Affairs
Director, World Duty Free Group; and Erik JuulMortensen, President, TFWA.

TFWA Industry
Association
Working Lunch
Yesterday’s TFWA Industry Association
Working Lunch – themed “Securing our
future” – provided an opportunity to
discuss some of the issues which are of
concern to the industry today and how the
regional associations are working together
02

to resolve them and protect the world
of duty free, both in Asia and beyond.

03
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ONE2ONE meetings service
The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meetings service is a key component of the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE agenda. Following on from the enormous success of the service in previous years, a strong
delegation of Asia Pacific airports and airlines have signed-up to participate this year. These are among
the most dynamic in the region, with many having ambitious expansion plans that include impressive
retail developments. Here, we profile a selection of those airports participating.

ONE2ONE with:
PT, Angkasa Pura Solusi

Hatta International Airport, and present
the business opportunities to retailers. The
project will be complete in 2014.

ONE2ONE airports

There is a wide variety to the airport’s

Abu dhabi airports company (adac)

retail offer, with outlets focusing only

Adelaide international airport

on fragrances & cosmetics, stores

Bangalore international airport limited

concentrating on liquor, tobacco and

Beijing capital airport commercial &
trading co ltd

PT, Angkasa Pura Solusi is the state-owned

Manager, explained that the main objective

confectionery, and specialty outlets such as

airport authority of Indonesia. Anastasia

in the ONE2ONE meetings is to share the

Coffee Luwak, an Indonesian handicrafts

China eastern airlines

Wahyuni, Business Development Senior

plans for the ‘Grand Design’ of Soekarno-

shop, a mobile phone accessories shop,

Chongqing airport group co. Ltd

and a food court. Core categories, including

Copenhagen airports a/s

fragrances & cosmetics and liquor, are
among the best-selling.

Dalian international airport
commerce company
Delhi international airport limited

The airport’s passenger numbers have

Dubai airports

been increasing year-on-year. It handled

Erdos airport trading co ltd

around 50 million passengers in 2011 and

Fukuoka airport building co. Ltd

the ‘Grand Design’ will increase capacity
to meet future demand. “As we enlarge
Soekarno-Hatta International Airport, one

Guangzhou baiyun international
airport co. Ltd
Haikou international airport dfs
Hainan airlines group /

of our value-added services will be having

hainan duty free co

a huge shopping arcade, where we expect

Hangzhou xiaoshan international

to have many retailers participating in our

airport co., Ltd

developments,” said Wahyuni. “We expect
to have a better tenant mixing in our

Wahyuni: “As we enlarge Soekarno-Hatta International Airport, one of our value-added services will be having a huge
shopping arcade, where we expect to have many retailers participating in our developments.”

Centrair passenger service co ltd

Hubei airport group co. Ltd
Incheon international airport
corporation

retail areas and with the coming ‘Grand

Japan airport terminal co ltd

Design’, we will have more facilities

Kansai international airport co. Ltd

for passengers, such as a transit hotel,

Korea airports corporation (kac)

convention hall, meeting rooms and
conference rooms.”

Malaysia airports holding berhad
Melbourne airport
Narita international airport
corporation
Pt, angkasa pura solusi

ONE2ONE with:
GMR Male International
Airport

dominate our duty free business, and occupy
40% of the retail space, followed by the
souvenir shop.”
The airport is planning to build a new

Shanghai international airport co. Ltd
Shenzhen airport co ltd
Sichuan airport group co
Sydney airport corporation ltd
Tokyo international air terminal

passenger terminal, which is expected to

corporation

open in mid-2014. This will significantly

Xi'an xianyang international

increase the airport’s retail space.

airport co. Ltd

Meanwhile, its current outlets are under
renovation. The main liquor/tobacco/

Xiamen international airport
group co. Ltd

GMR Male International Airport has a

watches, jewellery, souvenirs, pens

beauty shop is scheduled to be complete

comprehensive retail offer, which includes

and spices. Kanny Kim, Associate Vice

in June and the remainder of the shops

categories such as liquor, wine, tobacco,

President, GMR Male International Airport,

in September.

fragrances, cosmetics, confectionery,

said: “Liquor, tobacco and beauty largely

“We have a luxury strategy. We are

AIR MACAU LIMITED

introducing new concept stores with very

ALL NIPPON AIRWAYS TRADING CO. LTD. (ANA)

high-end products and a wide variety,”
commented Kim. “We are developing the
shop design and presentation at a world-

ASIANA AIRLINES/CABIN COMMERCE TEAM
BANGKOK AIRWAYS CO LTD
CATHAY PACIFIC AIRWAYS LIMITED
CEBU PACIFIC AIR

class level in order to provide customer

CHINA AIRLINES LTD

satisfaction, a memorable shopping

CHINA EASTERN AIRLINES

experience and improved shopping

EMIRATES AIRLINE

environment.”
The airport is targeting European and Asian

ETIHAD AIRWAYS
EVA AIRWAYS CORPORATION
HAINAN AIRLINES GROUP

customers, particularly those from China

JAPAN AIRLINES CO. LTD

and Russia.

LION AIR/ASIA AVIATION-SRI LANKA

During the ONE2ONE meetings, GMR

MANDARIN AIRLINES

Male International Airport will focus on
the development of new products, as well
as building up vendor relationships and
GMR Male International Airport is building a new passenger terminal, which is expected to open in mid-2014.

ONE2ONE airlines

PHILIPPINE AIRLINES
SINGAPORE AIRLINES
SRILANKAN AIRLINES LIMITED
TRANSASIA AIRWAYS

discussing business strategy.
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new exhibitor profiles

Fresh faces
in Singapore
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01

The impressive range of new and returning
exhibitors at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE covers all product categories, and is
indicative of the importance of the event in the
development strategies of many major international
brands. Here, we highlight a selection.

First American Brands 01

Beluga 02

Stand A02

Stand E6

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

First American Brands, Inc, established

We are currently launching several new

JSC Synergy is one of Russia’s leading and

Beluga vodka is becoming more and more

in 2001, is an American fragrance design

brands/products, including: Betty Boop

fastest-growing alcohol producers, with over

popular outside Russia and shows a double-

company. Bringing a unique perspective

Fragrances, The Looney Tunes, Kung Fu

8,000 employees. Today we have around 15%

digit growth rate every year.

to the fragrance industry, FAB is widely

Panda and Woody Woodpecker Fragrances

of the total Russian vodka production, which

acclaimed for its introduction of prestigious

(children’s products in addition to The

is carried out at our seven factories located

What are your objectives?

European brands to the US market, as well

Smurfs Fragrances which have been already

across Russia.

The main objective is to show our products

as establishing licensing and distribution

launched in 2011).

Apart from production, Synergy has its own

to Asian consumers and potential clients,

agreements with renowned and recognised

We have also planned the re-launch of

powerful distribution system. The company’s

and to find partners who would be able to

American brands.

some Bill Blass products, such as Bill Blass

portfolio covers all price segments and includes

take up distribution and develop the brand in

First American Brands provides design,

Amazing, Nude, Basic Black and Hot.

super premium ‘Beluga’ vodka, premium

their part of the world.

manufacturing, branding, promotion and

We are exhibiting now, as we have the need

‘Veda’, sub-premium ‘Myagkov’ and ‘Russian

distribution solutions for its brands. With an

and want to get the opportunity to show our

Ice’, as well as ‘Belenkaya’ vodka, which

What is your USP?

emphasis on high-end, mass market and

products to retailers who will be attending

is in the medium segment, and economy

Beluga is a unique vodka of the highest

specialty stores, FAB holds fragrance design

the show in Singapore.

‘Sovereigns Order’ vodka. In 2010, JSC Synergy

quality, made from special malted wheat

produced over 11.6 million litres of vodka.

and water taken from a 300m deep artesian

and distribution agreements with an array
of brands, including fashion designers and

What are your objectives?

celebrities such as Bill Blass, Angel Sanchez

We are definitely focusing on increasing

Who buys your products?

purification process, it is ‘calmed down’

and Jesse McCartney.

our market share in the Asian markets by

Beluga Noble and Beluga Gold Line vodka

for 30-90 days. During this procedure, all

introducing our new products.

are super premium and ultra premium

chemical processes are stopped and we

Who buys your products?

well. After undergoing a state-of-the-art

products respectively, hence we target men

acquire a very soft and harmonious vodka

and women aged 30 to 50, professionals

with an unmatched taste and flavour.

upscale retailers for local markets in Asia,

What is your unique
selling point (USP)?

who have attained the highest qualification

Every bottle of Beluga vodka is made from

as well as with travel retailers (duty free).

First American Brands’ USP is based on our

in their business area. Their success in life

optical glass and is handled manually

team dedication in terms of product and

comes from their own knowledge, talent and

when affixing the metal fish to the label.

brand production and development. Our

experience. Their goals are not limited to

For Beluga Gold Line vodka this goes even

team always follows the whole production

simply enjoying themselves, since they strive

further – each bottle if closed with a hand-

process in-house for each brand we hold,

for self-fulfilment. They do not wish to exhibit

made muzzle, sealed with hot wax and then

from the perfume bottle concept and design,

their success to others because their money

individually numbered.

to the choice of the scent, to the promotion.

and social status are the result of being

We have current open accounts with both

enthusiastic about their business and jobs.

Stand D1
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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02

03

04

Glam Rock 03

FERVOR 04

The Mezzanine 303

Stand P3

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Glam Rock was founded seven years ago by

After consolidated distribution in the main

Our head office is based in Dubai. Via our

In line with our objectives, we wish to create

Enrico Margaritelli and Isabelle Maujean,

traditional retail channel – watch and

brands FERVOR and La Vie Parisienne, we

brand awareness and to introduce FERVOR

who both have long experience in the watch

jewellery stores – we are looking to enter the

have been suppliers of fashion jewellery

to the Asia Pacific region and any other

business. Today, Glam Rock is present

duty free market. This year in particular, we

and watches since 2008. All of our concepts,

region that delegates may come from.

in 45 countries around the world, with a

think we have the right collection of watches

jewellery and watches are exclusively

selected distribution at the fashion-luxury

called SoBe, with which to target duty

designed in-house by our French

What is your USP?

level. Our main office is in Dubai, while the

free consumers.

Canadian designer.

Given that we have our own in-house
designer, we pride ourselves on being able

product and marketing headquarters are in
Miami, where all Glam Rock creativity and

What are your objectives?

Who buys your products?

to provide customised products based on

inspiration comes from.

To enter the duty free market.

The majority of our clients are from the

client requests, passenger profiles and the

travel retail industry. However, FERVOR

various regions in which FERVOR is sold.

Who buys your products?

What is your USP?

does sell on TV home shopping channels

This is all at an affordable price point and

Glam Rock addresses a demanding

• Unique design and patent system

too. Given the nature of our products, and

with excellent quality. We also strongly

clientele that has no geographic or cultural

• Sophisticated mix of quality choices and

the collections we have created, our target

believe in presenting ‘fresh’ designs

audience is quite vast and appeals to all

every listing.

boundaries. The brand incorporates the
values of a stylish and dynamic lifestyle,

aesthetic taste
• Excellence in every detail and every style

ages and different ethnic backgrounds.

expressed through evolving inspirational
watch collections.

Why exhibit now?

Glam Rock watches are purchased by

FERVOR as a brand already has a strong

middle-high income consumers, mainly

footing in the Middle East, India and Africa.

30-45 years of age. Our major consumers

As we continue to grow our brand, we are

are ladies; they buy Glam Rock as an

looking at creating brand awareness in

accessory to be combined with other leather

the regions where FERVOR is yet to be

accessories, such as shoes, belts, bags or

discovered. It has always been our goal to

jewellery. They buy Glam Rock to have fun

create a brand which offers excellent quality,

and to create their own look with

value for money and is always on-track with

something that is eclectic, different, but

current trends. Now that these fundamental

also high quality.

principles have been formed, we are ready
and confident to present FERVOR to the rest
of the world.
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social events

TFWA
Asia
Pacific
Bar

For Travel Retail Excellence
in Asia/Pacific 2012

The DFNI
Awards

Tuesday 15 May to Wednesday 16
Tuesday 15 May, 18:00

May, 08:00-19:30

Suntec Theatre, Level 2

Thursday 17 May, 08:00-15:00
Suntec, Level 3
Wednesday 16 May, 19:30,

The DFNI Awards for Travel

Chill-out Party

CHILL-OUT PARTY

GardenAsia

Retail Excellence in Asia/

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is
conveniently-located on Level 3

Pacific recognise the

The stylish Singapore Swing Party is

of the Suntec Centre, adjacent to

achievements of the Asia/

firmly established as a highlight of

The Mezzanine exhibition area,

Pacific travel retail industry,

the week, and this year evokes the

and is firmly established as the

Dress code: Casual

with awards in several

magical island of Bali, celebrating

ideal onsite networking location. It

Tuesday 15 May, 19:30

Entrance by invitation only.

categories decided by a

traditional Indonesian music,

provides the perfect venue to meet

Mandarin Oriental Hotel

A shuttle service will be available

vote open to all companies

dance and culture. Set in the idyllic

up with clients and colleagues in

from all major hotels.

operating in the region.

GardenAsia, delegates will enjoy

relaxed surroundings.

Delegates can relax and network

a Balinese buffet and spectacular

at this year’s Chill-out Party.

Open to all TFWA Asia

entertainment to conclude a busy

Breakfast served from

The spectacular pool area of the

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE

week of business.

08:00 to 09:30

Dress code: Smart casual

Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00

Entrance by invitation only.

(last orders at 14:15)

Mandarin Oriental Hotel provides

Kindly sponsored by:

participants.

the venue for The Night Spa, where
guests will enjoy a sumptuous

Dress code: Business

pan-Asian buffet and experience

A shuttle service will be available

massages from around Asia.

from all major hotels.

Bar from 18:00 to 19:30
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changi airport group

The ‘Be a Changi Millionaire’ shopping
promotion is returning for the third
time. Changi Airport Group has
launched the exciting retail promotion
by commissioning Kurt Wenner, world
renowned artist and founding father of
3D pavement art, to create a 3D illusion
art piece for Changi Airport. Entitled ‘The
Millionaire Life’, the giant 3D work of art
is located in the Terminal 3 Departure
Hall. Indeed, travellers can enjoy striking
interesting poses at various interaction
points within the drawing.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE TUESDAY 15 MAY 2012

��-seconds with:
Changi Airport Group
bringing the thrill of shopping at Changi up
another notch,” said Lim Peck Hoon,
Executive Vice President, Commercial, Changi

The shopping promotion will run for six months

Airport Group.

from 12 May to 11 November 2012. This year, in

Indeed, ‘Be a Changi Millionaire’ in 2012

addition to the chance to win a million dollars,

provides two opportunities for prizes – the

shoppers and diners can also win attractive

Instant Game and Monthly Draw. Shoppers

prizes, including the new iPad, shopping

can qualify for both simply by spending

vouchers, travel accessories and other gifts.

a minimum of S$30 in a single receipt at

Since its debut in 2010, the promotion has

Changi Airport, with the number of chances

made two lucky shoppers at Changi Airport

to win increasing with the amount spent. An

instant millionaires. This third promotion

additional chance will be allocated for Changi

will create another ‘Changi Millionaire’ at

Rewards’ card members.

the Grand Draw in early-2013.

In the Instant Game, which involves a game

“Building on the nascent success of ‘Be

of chance at game consoles located at event

a Changi Millionaire’ since its launch in

sites in the terminals, shoppers can win prizes

2010, we are very excited to bring back the

on the spot, including the new iPad, shopping

promotion for the third time. The first two

vouchers, travel accessories and other gifts.

runs of our Millionaire promotion were very

At the same time, they can participate in the

popular, giving our sales a healthy boost.

Monthly Draw for a chance to win the million-

This year, on top of the chance to win a

dollar prize. A lucky finalist will be drawn each

million dollars, we are giving away attractive

month during the six-month promotion, with all

instant prizes, allowing our shoppers to

six coming together to vie for the grand prize at

enjoy the excitement of instant wins, and

the Grand Draw early next year.

Passengers can have their ‘Millionaire’ photos taken at Changi’s impressive 3D illusion art piece.
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01

So, what are the key points to making
a drinks brand a success in global
travel retail? Being the most premium
drink on the shelf is a good start.
“Consumer tastes are always evolving
and it’s vital we find ways to connect with
them and stay relevant,” said Matthew
Hodges, Marketing and Business
Development Director - GTR at Rémy
Cointreau (Stand Q22).
“We already know the travel retail consumer
is becoming increasingly selective; they
demand more from their travelling
experience and are always on the lookout
for new and exclusive products,” added John
O’Sullivan, Marketing Director at Pernod
Ricard Asia Duty Free (Stand K2). “In Asia
duty free in particular, travellers are driving
demand for higher styles and we always

02

03

Discerning
drinks
Standards and craftsmanship are the mark of a good drink. Looking at both
spirits and wine brands – their packaging, stylised promotions, sampling
campaigns and displays – it is easy to see how messages of quality and heritage
have become integral to many a brand’s identity. Jessica Harvey reports.

aim to give the customer the opportunity to
trade-up within their preferred category.”
O’Sullivan continued: “It is important to

packaging. Reflecting the increasing

Cordon Bleu Centenary, a celebration of

draw inspiration from the brand’s heritage

importance of digital marketing, the latest

Martell’s Cognac and the Martell Cordon

in order to produce something real and of

Chivas Regal collaboration with Parisian

Bleu Centenary limited edition. Presented

interest to the consumer. Simultaneously,

nightclub Le Baron contains a digital

in a gift case decorated with 100 metallic

product innovation is an area we place great

card allowing customers to download an

squares and engraved with the Cognac’s

importance on and which has led us to work

exclusive playlist from a dedicated website.

key historical dates, it includes a bottle

closely with both our own teams and outside

Over at World of Patria International

of precious 100% Broderies eaux-die-vie.

partners to bring exciting new products

(WOPI) (Stand A26), Director Kevin Baker

“In addition, we have launched Martell

to the market. For example, the pairing of

explained that, together, quality, heritage

Chanteloup Perspective, an exquisite

Le Baron’s distinctive style with the iconic

and craftsmanship “fulfil the travelling

product inspired by the Cognac house’s

Chivas Regal brand has resulted in a much

consumers’ desire for discovery and the

exceptional heritage,” said O’Sullivan.

sought-after limited edition.”

quest for being seen as knowledgeable and

When aiming to demonstrate premium

Chivas Regal has historically had close

accomplished by their peers”.

quality, ‘rarity’ is often the first message

partnerships with designers such as

So what’s available to stand out from the

to get across to the consumer. To point out

Christian Lacroix and Vivienne Westwood,

crowd this year? Over at Pernod Ricard, a

that a product is scarce, limited editions,

all of which have produced innovative

big focus for this year has been the Martell

collectable gift tins and suchlike are often

01 Exclusivity is high on the World of
Patria International agenda. Director
Kevin Baker: “All the products in the
WOPI portfolio are new, or recent
entrants to travel retail.”
02 John O’Sullivan, Marketing Director,
Pernod Ricard Asia Duty Free:
“Looking ahead, the focus is on travel
retail exclusive The Glenlivet Master
Distiller’s Reserve, which we have just
launched in Asia duty free.”
03 Patrón Spirits is showcasing its
portfolio of products at TFWA Asia
Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, including
XO Cafe coffee liqueur.
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used to remind of a drink’s exclusivity. This
year, exclusively for travel retail, Patrón
Spirits (Stand H31) is introducing a limited

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE TUESDAY 15 MAY 2012

04

05

edition collectable tin. “The keepsake tin,
embossed with the same design, colours
and graphics found on the current Patrón
carton, features a removable lid that when
closed, exactly resembles the Patrón box
that has quickly become such an icon
in the ultra-premium spirits category,”
commented Greg Cohen, Director of
Corporate Communications at The Patrón
Spirits Company. The tin will be available
across the Patrón portfolio (Patrón Silver,
Patrón Reposado and Patrón Añejo), as well
as Patrón XO Cafe coffee liqueur.
But Patrón isn’t the only tequila with a premium
agenda. “Tequilera Corralejo is introducing
a special commemorative edition premium
tequila,” said Raffaele Berardi, Managing
Director of holding company Fraternity Spirits
World Inc for Tequilera Corralejo (Stand A15).
Also new from Tequilera Corralejo is the
Mexican corn vodka, Vodka Boker, which is
being presented in a twisted deep blue bottle.
The Underberg Company (Stand A4), which is
celebrating its 165th anniversary this year,
has decided to create an anniversary gift
tin too. There’s a lot going on at Underberg
right now. Its sugar-free naturally-flavoured
vodka drink named XUXU, which is a mix
of strawberries, vodka and lime, will be
showcased. While its ‘on-the-go’ sister
product XUXU 10, which comes in a 250ml
aluminium bottle with a straw, will also be
present alongside Underberg’s Polish bison
grass vodka Grasovka.

06

Travel retail exclusives
Exclusivity is high on the WOPI agenda.
“All the products in the WOPI portfolio are
new, or recent entrants to travel retail,”
commented Baker. “Orbis Aged World
Whiskey is exclusively available in travel
retail. Its Master Distiller has blended
whiskies from the five major whisky nations

04 New from Tequilera Corralejo is
the Mexican corn vodka, Vodka Boker,
which is being presented in a twisted
deep blue bottle.
05 Matthew Hodges, Marketing and
Business Development Director GTR at Rémy Cointreau: “Consumer
tastes are always evolving and it’s
vital we find ways to connect with
them and stay relevant.”

the smoothness of the liqueur, while the real
gold print stands for its high quality,”
added Mani.
Hodges reminded that “the category has
been ‘premiumising’ for some time now,
and there has been a dramatic improvement
in the quality of packaging reflecting the
prevalence of the gifting motivation in travel

of Scotland, Ireland, US, Canada and Japan,

retail purchases”. For example, “premium

to create a superb whiskey.”

rum has been the ‘next big thing’ of the last

Meanwhile, William Grant & Sons (Stand

also be on Latelin AG’s (Stand A5) relaunch

few years and investment from the major

K21) is showcasing The Balvenie Tun 1401

of the Cresta Swiss Chocolate Liqueur

players is evidence of this”. But, added

Batch 4 – a limited edition 48% abv single

bottle, which can be seen at the company’s

Hodges, “more generally, the frequency of

malt created from 10 selected rare casks

stand this year. According to Andrea Mani

launches seems to be increasing as the wine

and presented in a gift tube that includes

at Lateltin AG, “Swissness has gained

and spirits industry recognises the need to

explanatory copy and tasting notes. It is

more and more importance during the

compete with other categories in the airport

being officially launched at TFWA Asia

last years. For this reason the new bottle

for the travellers attention (and spend).”

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

design focuses stronger on the Swiss origin

With relaunches and packaging makeovers

of the product.” The bottle design now

Wine offer

just as important as new drinks when it

represents the cream liqueur’s premium

Amanda Dolotowicz, Business Development

comes to generating interest, all eyes will

credentials. “The bottle shape represents

Manager - Travel Retail at Vincor, A
Constellation Company (Stand M34),
highlighted that wines are also not to
be overlooked when it comes to limited

Underberg is showcasing its
sugar-free naturally-flavoured
vodka drink named XUXU, which is a
mix of strawberries, vodka and
lime, as well as its ‘on-the-go’
sister product XUXU 10, which
comes in a 250ml aluminium bottle
with a straw.

06

edition offerings for travel retail. “We will
be offering some limited edition packaging
on existing skus,” said Dolotowicz. She
explained that each bottle carries a
signature messaging booklet showcasing
the ‘extreme winemaking’ style, which
makes the wine all the more alluring to the
travelling consumer looking for
something different.
Offering up something a little special too
this year, Diverse Flavours (Stand Q8) is
showcasing wines from Eagles’ Nest. “We
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will show the Shiraz, Merlot, Verreaux,
Viognier and Sauvignon Blanc,” explained

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE TUESDAY 15 MAY 2012

07

Anthony Budd, Managing Director at Diverse
Flavours. The company is also exhibiting the
Ernie Els range – a serious wine collection
from the famous golfer. “These wines are
now available in DFS in Singapore, Lotte
in Korea, and for sale on Asiana Airlines,”
added Budd. “We will also be showcasing
Cape Nectar from Mount Vernon, as well as
Bio-logic, organic wines from Avondale, the
Cederberg range, the Deetlefs range, the
Hidden Valley ranges and the Napier range.”
Paul Sapin (Stand A7) is exhibiting for
the second consecutive year and will be
represented by Barry Geoghegan, Founder
of Barry Global Innovation Ltd, and

William Grant &
Sons is launching
The Balvenie Tun
1401 Batch 4 – a
limited edition 48%
abv single malt
created from 10
selected rare
casks and
presented in a gift
tube that includes
explanatory copy
and tasting notes.

07

representatives from Jonathan Holland
& Associates who represent the wines in
Asia. “We will be launching a range of new
premium wine gift packs called ‘World Wine
Cellar’,” said Geoghegan. He explained
that the gift pack contains six miniature
bottles of red from different classic regions/
countries and six different whites in another
pack, also from six different wine countries.
“We are very confident that this is the first
time that such a range of gifts has been
created exclusively for the travel retail
operators,” commented Geoghegan.
In addition, “global travel retail remains
a crucial channel for William Grant &
Sons,” said William Grant & Sons Global
Marketing Manager Ian Taylor. Over at
Patrón Spirits, Cohen has a similar view,

08

but added that “it isn’t always enough just
to have shelf presence in duty free shops.
Promotions and sampling play a vital role in
capturing the attention of busy travellers”.
In theory, the perfect product would have
the right balance when it is promoted.
O’Sullivan agrees, insisting that travel retail
promotions are vital because they play
two roles: “Firstly, of course, they bring in
added sales, but secondly they also play an
important part in boosting brand profile.”
Rémy Cointreau has been “rather

09

adventurous” in its choice of co-promotions.
“OPI with Cointreau was a success for both
us and Rémy Martin now has a partnership
with Laduree to produce candles with the
scent of fine Cognac. Just recently, we used

guarantee excellent brand image along

a holographic display of Rémy Martin XO

with a valued incentive to purchase.

on a promotion in Europe that was very

Promotions are an excellent tool at

positively received by shoppers,”

getting your brands front and centre in

said Hodges.

stores with well-trained staff.” She is

Dolotowicz added: “We continuously look

not alone in championing the knowledge

at finding the right mechanic that will

of the retailers and sales team working

The relaunched Cresta Swiss
Chocolate Liqueur bottle is on
show at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE. The bottle design now
represents the cream liqueur’s
premium credentials and the Swiss
origin of the product.

08

09 Paul Sapin is launching a range of
new premium wine gift packs called
‘World Wine Cellar’. These contain six
miniature bottles of red from different
classic regions/countries and six
different whites in another pack, also
from six different wine countries.

at each location. Over at Pernod Ricard,

Innovative promotions

O’Sullivan highlighted how it is vital

This year, throughout India, Fraternity

to listen to retailers and work in close

Spirits World Inc has been running its first

partnership with them. “Their proximity

Corralejo Teqnicians Mixology Challenge

to the customer gives them an important

2012 to promote Tequilera Corralejo. The

insight and we aim to produce promotions

winner receives a trip to the distillery in

which meet their consumers’ demands.

Mexico and the winning recipe will feature

We also believe in the importance of

in the Corralejo Teqnic Book. Alongside this,

education and the age statement, where

the company has been running a promotion

appropriate. Brands such as Chivas Regal

at Delhi Duty Free Arrivals with Aer Rianta

and Royal Salute are key players in Asia

featuring giant bottles of Tequila Reposado,

duty free, so it is important we respond

which offers passengers the chance to win a

to the traveller's demand for a greater

trip to Mexico and a date with Miss Mexico. A

understanding of the product,” he said.

Corralejo display at Bangalore Airport with
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10

Nuance has also worked extremely well

or promotions on the horizon? “We aren’t

while all of this has been taking place.

rushing new products and new SKUs to the

“Tequila is a category that necessitates

market every quarter or every year – we

a good deal of consumer education,

take our time to get it right,” added Cohen.

especially in international markets where

“Our master distiller Francisco Alcaraz

the category is still in its infancy,” said

has been working in the tequila industry

Patrón’s Cohen. “People understand that

for over 40 years, and he understands

better spirits make better cocktails. It

how to produce high-quality, unique

takes a lot of work to get there, which

spirits. Francisco created Patrón XO

is why we rely so heavily on our duty

Cafe coffee liqueur and he created Gran

free partnerships to develop sampling

Patrón Burdeos, and all of the tequilas

initiatives, and to organise staff training

in our portfolio. He’s hard at work today

and other programmes. We understand

developing future additions to our line of

completely that every market is different,

high-quality tequilas and liqueurs.”

and every duty free operator has their own

Pernod Ricard’s most successful

unique challenges and opportunities when

promotions this year, such as Martell

it comes to catering to the needs of their

Cordon Bleu Centenary limited edition

customers. And so we work very closely

and Chivas Regal Le Baron, as well as

with our partners to develop programmes

Absolut Elyx – Absolut’s new super-

that suit them individually.”

premium vodka, will be getting a lot of

This often involves sampling, travel-

attention. “Looking ahead, the focus is on

relevant gifts with purchase (GWP), and

travel retail exclusive The Glenlivet Master

customised display units and advertising.

Distiller’s Reserve, which we have just

In April, Patrón collaborated with World

launched in Asia duty free,” commented

Duty Free and Birmingham Airport in the

O’Sullivan.

UK to install an eye-catching sampling bar

For everything else of quality,

made completely out of ice, located in the

craftsmanship and heritage on the duty

landside area of the terminal. Consumers

free drinks market, naturally, watch

who stopped by for a taste of Patrón were

this space.

given a voucher they could use airside, if
they purchased a Patrón product, along
with other duty free items. “By structuring
the promotion in this way, not only were
we creating awareness for our spirits, but
also helping World Duty Free to promote
the overall duty free shopping experience,”
said Cohen.
So are there any more inventive products

10 Diverse Flavours is
exhibiting the Ernie Els range –
a serious wine collection from
the famous golfer. Anthony
Budd, Managing Director,
Diverse Flavours: “These wines
are now available in DFS in
Singapore, Lotte in Korea, and
for sale on Asiana Airlines.”
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Innovation and
instore theatre
Tobacco remains a key driver of footfall within what is an increasingly diverse travel retail offer.
Innovation is, therefore, vital to encourage travellers towards the category, not only to convert them into
shoppers, but also to brand convert within the category. Ross Falconer reports.
Innovation is key in creating
orientation and instore theatre within
all categories, and tobacco is no
different. It is important to ensure that
the category – and the brands within
it – are displayed and merchandised to
the best effect.

01

Imperial Tobacco (Stand J1) sees this as
vital in building its core brands, Davidoff
and Gauloises, in international markets.
“Special editions are a key development
for strategic brands such as Davidoff and
Gauloises – travellers are increasingly
looking for exclusive presentations in duty
free and we need to meet that requirement,”
said Dr Jennifer Thanscheidt, Corporate
Affairs Manager Global Duty Free – Imperial
Tobacco. “Last year, we introduced the
Davidoff Cigarettes Book Edition and the

travellers the chance to enter a prize

Gauloises Blondes Cube, both supported by

draw for holidays of a lifetime in the case

instore touch screen promotions offering

02

of Davidoff and a limited edition branded
suitcase for Gauloises.”
British American Tobacco (BAT) (Stand
HS27) distributes its brands in more than

01 Dr Jennifer Thanscheidt, Corporate
Affairs Manager Global Duty Free –
Imperial Tobacco: “For 2012, we have
created an exclusive Davidoff Duty Free
presentation for the Year of the Dragon.”
02 British American Tobacco’s Dunhill
Switch features a clickable capsule
embedded within the cigarette filter,
which the consumer can utilise at any
time to change the product taste.

22 countries in Asia, with over 70 duty free
operators. Its ‘capsule’ product is one of the
recent tobacco innovations to have caught

(Stand F10) has experienced notable success

consumers’ attention. A clickable capsule

with its hand rolling tobacco, which it is

is embedded within the cigarette filter,

showcasing at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

which the consumer can utilise at any time

ONE2ONE. New this year is the travel retail

to change the product taste. “One of the

exclusive Domingo Natural hand rolling

common ways to apply the capsule is to use

tobacco. Made from biological tobaccos, it

a menthol capsule on a normal cigarette,

contains no taste enhancers, additives or

so the adult consumer can choose to have a

preservatives. Domingo Natural is packed

sensation of menthol,” explained James Li,

in a wooden box holding five packs and

Head of Brands, BAT, Global Travel Retail

including organic rolling paper to complete

Asia Pacific.

the natural image.

BAT launched Lucky Strike Click and Roll,

Karelia (Stand G1) is introducing exciting

Kent Convertible and Dunhill Switch with

new brand innovations at TFWA Asia Pacific

this feature, all of which are performing

& GATE ONE2ONE, including a new variation

well. “Gifts with purchase and travel

to its popular Omé superslims range – Omé

exclusives are still key elements to

White (1mg). Omé White has made its debut

provide adult tobacco consumers with

in six markets so far, with very positive

unique offers in some of the Asia travel

initial results from retailers and consumers.

retail markets, but the hero should

Omé is now available in four versions: Omé

always be the brand or product itself,

(6mg), Omé Menthol (4mg), Omé Yellow

which ultimately is what adult tobacco

(3mg) and Omé White (1mg).

consumers are purchasing,” added Li.

Since it was first introduced two years

J Cortès Cigars (Stand F10) has similarly

ago, the Omé range has been successfully

achieved positive results with limited

launched in more than 30 international duty

editions and gifts with purchase. This is

free and domestic markets in Western and

borne out by the overwhelming success

Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and also

of the J Cortès Mini and J Cortès Mini

in the Far East, where the Omé range was

Dominican limited edition flight packs, which

most recently launched into the Japanese

have performed very well in Asia Pacific.

domestic market. In the growing hand

Meanwhile, its sister company Gryson

rolled tobacco category, the brand George
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Karelias and Sons has been enhanced by

smokers in today’s increasingly competitive

the introduction of a lighter variant – George

market. The new packs will be available in

Karelias and Sons Smoother Taste (20gr).

duty free outlets from June 2012 and will

At the same time, complementing both of

further enhance brand awareness of MILD

these brands is the launch of the company’s

SEVEN among adult smokers in the global

very own rolling papers – George Karelias

travel retail market.

and Sons Quality Cigarette Paper. Buyers
will also have an opportunity to become

Promotions and exclusives

acquainted with the custom-designed

While innovation is often associated

merchandising units designed to support

with new product development, it is also

brand sales and image building in duty free

through the brand experience that notable

and travel retail outlet locations such as

innovation is seen in travel retail. “We

Beijing, Shanghai (Pudong and Hongqiao),

often find opportunities to innovate, such

Hong Kong and Macau international

as introducing new products, new display

airports.

methods, use of strategic space instore, use

Japan Tobacco International (JTI) (Stand

of promotions where possible, introducing

HS25) has restyled its MILD SEVEN

a variety of flavours, different product sizes

packaging in the next stage of its evolution.

and innovative packaging,” commented

David Francis, General Manager Worldwide

Tissa Dissanayaka, Export Manager - Asia

Duty Free Vice President, JTI, said: “JTI is

Pacific and Middle East, J Cortès Cigars.

pleased to bring the next generation pack

Introduction of the Neos Selection 3 etoiles

to the travel retail market, as we take

50 cigar gift box into the travel retail

confident new steps to upgrade the image

segment is a good example of this.

of one of our core brands. This new, elegant

Agio Cigars (Stand E9) also enjoys success

exterior is a fitting tribute to the quality

with gift with purchase promotions, price-off

of this famously smooth cigarette and

promotions and incentives for sales staff,

acknowledges the discerning sophistication

which Gertrude Stormink, Export Manager,

of adult smokers throughout the world

explained are very important in the travel

who select MILD SEVEN as their premium

retail environment. “During TFWA Asia

cigarette brand of choice.”

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, we will proudly

The new, asymmetric pack is designed to

introduce our travel retail exclusive in the

create a more sophisticated image, to better

Balmoral Dominican Selection line – our

align the brand to the status and desires

BDS Collection 12,” she said. “The outlook

of MILD SEVEN adult smokers, and at the

for 2012 and beyond looks very promising.

same time attract new interest from adult

Especially from the Asia Pacific region, we

Japan Tobacco International has
restyled its MILD SEVEN packaging in
the next stage of its evolution. The
new packs will be available in duty
free outlets from June 2012.

03

03
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feel there is a lot of interest in cigars and
cigarillos, and we expect that this trend
will continue.”

Chinese travellers
Chinese travellers remain a key driving
force behind growth in the region and
their importance is not being ignored by
the leading brands. BAT, for example,
has products that are welcomed by the

04

Chinese adult consumer, both domestically
and in travel retail, such as State Express
555, Dunhill and Kent. The consensus
appears to be that consumers in the region
are looking for innovative products and
special editions that they cannot buy on the
domestic market, and which clearly differ
to a comparable product. These can be
essential, particularly at key times such as
Chinese New Year. “For 2012, for example,
we have created an exclusive Davidoff duty
free presentation for the Year of the Dragon.
An elegant, sophisticated dragon motif is
printed both on a special 200 carton and
the individual packs within it, available
for Davidoff Classic, Lights and the Asiaspecific Supremes varieties. These exclusive
presentations give us the possibility to
highlight the brand in front of both existing
and potential duty free shoppers,” explained
Thanscheidt.
The local or regional perceptions of

reasonable, proportionate and evidence-

The Greater China region takes the lead in

travellers are key, and understanding these

based regulations. We operate responsibly

growth, while South East Asia, dominated

is important when developing strategies for

and we do not want to be misunderstood,

by the India travel retail segment, will play a

particular products or markets. Dissanayaka

therefore, we are open for discussion,” said

supportive role in this connection.”

commented that flavoured products are

Thanscheidt.

The signs are that market growth is

prominent in Asian duty free markets.

Other challenges include the ‘one bag’ rule,

continuing in 2012 and the leading tobacco

“Packaging formats/sizes are different in

which prohibits passengers from carrying

brands are working with retailers to

Asia Pacific when compared with the US

duty free purchases onboard unless they fit

provide a premium shopping experience for

or EU. The cultural dimension in terms of

into the traveller’s single cabin bag. “This

consumers. The impressive range of new

colour and the type of promotional items

is having a hugely detrimental impact on

products on show at TFWA Asia Pacific &

that we offer also differs in Asia,” he added.

many of the small and regional airports

GATE ONE2ONE illustrates that tobacco

served by the low-cost carriers, which rely

brands are innovating and providing new

Industry challenges

on commercial revenues as an increasing

offers for travellers.

The tobacco sector faces a number of

proportion of income. This has to change,”

challenges, including ongoing opposition

added Thanscheidt.

to tobacco sales within duty free from

Brands are demonstrating that through

the World Health Organization, plus

intelligence, responsiveness and a

increasingly difficult packaging and

high priority on responsibility, they can

merchandising/display regulations. “In all

successfully build brand loyalty among adult

cases, we seek constructive dialogue with

tobacco consumers. “We aim to become the

regulatory authorities in order to support

benchmark partner to the trade in global

04 New from Gryson this year is the travel retail exclusive
Domingo Natural hand rolling tobacco.
05 Gertrude Stormink, Export Manager, Agio Cigars:
“During TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, we will
proudly introduce our travel retail exclusive in the Balmoral
Dominican Selection line – our BDS Collection 12.”
06 Tissa Dissanayaka, Export Manager - Asia Pacific and
Middle East, J Cortès Cigars: "We often find opportunities
to innovate, such as introducing new products, new display
methods, use of strategic space instore, use of promotions
where possible, introducing a variety of flavours, different
product sizes and innovative packaging."
07 Karelia is introducing exciting new brand innovations at
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE, including a new variation
to its popular Omé superslims range – Omé White (1mg).

06

travel retail, and we work with retailers and
suppliers to operate in the most efficient

05

and effective way so that retailers can
offer the products our consumers want
to buy, where they want them, when they
want them, at the right quality, price and
quantity,” emphasised Li.

Future outlook
Looking ahead, after two difficult years
for the industry in general, passenger
traffic and spending is now back on an
upward trend. “To grow our brands, we are
committed to more innovation in terms
of special duty free editions and offers,
differentiated products and packaging;
through exciting instore concepts – to both
‘trade-up’ and switch to Imperial brands,”
explained Imperial Tobacco’s Thanscheidt.
Meanwhile, J Cortès Cigars’ Dissanayaka
added: “Robust growth will be maintained
in Asia Pacific travel retail markets, which
will propel overall global trade forward.

07
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Perfume sales reached Dhs213
million (US$58 million), representing
a +22% increase in sales over the
first quarter of 2011.

Dubai Duty
Free Q1 sales
up +14%
Dubai Duty Free’s sales for Q1 2012
grew by +14% year-on-year to
US$390 million. The upward trend
across all three terminals at Dubai
International Airport signals a
positive year for the airport retailer.
There were increases of +15% in
Terminal 1, +21% in Terminal 2 and
+12% in Terminal 3.

to work closely with our suppliers to
ensure that there are plenty of new and
special offers which create the ‘wow’
factor for our customers.”
For example, Dubai Duty Free recently
worked with Crème de la Mer on the
‘invitation only’ sale of The Essence, which
is an exclusive cream that retails at around
Dhs9,900. “This was an exclusive in travel
retail and in the Middle East, and we sold out

The top three categories remain Liquor,

all 20 creams within a one-month period.

Perfume and Gold. Indeed, Perfume sales

We are interested in doing more and more

rose by an impressive +22% to US$58

exclusives and launches, as our customers

million. Other categories showing robust

enjoy this,” commented McLoughlin.

growth include Confectionery (+20% to

Dubai Duty Free continues to grow its

US$31 million), Electronics (+19% to

business and ensure it has the right retail

US$29 million) and Cosmetics (+23% to

offer in place across all 18,000sqm of

US$26 million).

retail space at Dubai International Airport.

“In terms of our staff, we have continued

It is also focused on expanding the level of

to recruit and train extensively in the

automation in its 27,000sqm Distribution

first quarter. We have recruited 259 new

Centre, as it is aiming to increase the

staff, including 113 Chinese to ensure we

current level of 70% automation to close

cover the increasing Chinese travellers.

to 90% in 2012. “This is very much in line

In addition, we think that motivation

with our growth plans and in readiness

programmes, such as the Gotcha!

for the opening of Concourse 3 early next

Initiative, which aims at identifying and

year,” said McLoughlin. “In relation to

rewarding excellent customer service, has

Concourse 3, we are very much on-track to

had a very positive effect,” explained Colm

complete the fit-out for the new 8,000sqm

McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman,

retail operation in this new Concourse,

Dubai Duty Free. “In terms of our retail

which will be dedicated to the Emirates

offer and promotions, we have continued

fleet of A380s and is very exciting.”
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alcohol codes of conduct

In January, the Asia Pacific Travel
Retail Association (APTRA) and the
European Travel Retail Council (ETRC)
launched their respective Selfregulatory Codes of Conduct for the
Sales of Alcohol Products in Duty-Free
and Travel Retail.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE TUESDAY 15 MAY 2012

APTRA and ETRC launch
Alcohol Codes of Conduct

Both the APTRA and ETRC Codes introduce

specificities of each region.

the fight against excessive consumption of

commitment to representing the interests

a set of working practices for the sale,

The Codes reflect the ongoing engagement

alcohol. I hope that this initiative will be the

of the duty free and travel retail industry

promotion and marketing of alcohol in

of both APTRA and ETRC towards ensuring

first of many initiatives leading to greater

with the EU institutions through our recent

travel retail, tailored to the needs of this

responsible alcohol consumption thanks

collaboration between regional associations

membership of the European Alcohol and

specific retail channel, as well as to the

to their emphasis on luxury, premium

to promote and protect our industry.”

Health Forum.”

quality brands and on an adult consumption

ETRC President Frank O’Connell added:

experience. Both organisations will seek

“I am proud that our industry has

high levels of observation of the Codes

committed to bring forward innovative

throughout the business.

industry practices to promote responsible

APTRA President Sunil Tuli commented: “I

retailing. This will send a strong signal

am very pleased that our two organisations

of our social engagement to our partners

have decided to implement Codes of

and highlight the close cooperation that

Conduct which formalise the engagement

APTRA and ETRC enjoy on the various

of the duty free and travel retail industry in

issues that we face. It also reflects ETRC’s

APTRA President Sunil Tuli:
"I hope that this initiative will be the
first of many initiatives leading to
greater collaboration between
regional associations to promote
and protect our industry."

ETRC President Frank O’Connell: “I am proud that our
industry has committed to bring forward innovative
industry practices to promote responsible retailing.”

Qatar Duty Free growing fast

Qatar Duty Free, Diamond Sponsor
of the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE Conference & Workshops,
is one of the fastest-growing duty
free operators in the Middle East
and an outstanding success story
in recent years. It operates in
departures, arrivals, the VIP lounge
and the Premium Terminal at Doha
International Airport.
It has so far enjoyed a sizeable increase in
turnover year-on-year and has ramped up
its presence in departures, arrivals and the
Premium Terminal. More than US$2 million
has already been invested in refurbishing
the existing shopping facilities in the
departures and arrivals area.

More than US$2 million has already been invested in refurbishing the existing Qatar Duty Free shopping facilities in the departures and arrivals area.

The new layout offers passengers a wide
choice of products and very attractive

promotions and value-for-money offers,

striving to offer greater value and a

In addition to the core duty free areas, Qatar

prices, paving the way for a thoroughly

Qatar Duty Free also raffles exciting

memorable shopping experience to all

Duty Free will also have exclusive branded

enjoyable shopping experience. It stocks

Luxury Car Draws and a cash draw of

of its customers. Work is in full swing on

boutiques within the retail area catering to

a large number of product lines, ranging

one million US dollars. The Cash and

the $14.5 billion New Doha International

passengers from all walks of life.

from perfumes and cosmetics to high-

Car draws are extremely popular with

Airport, a state-of-the-art facility, set to

The growth of the national airline, Qatar

end fashion, luxury watches, electronics,

passengers travelling through Doha

open by end-2012. The Qatar Duty Free team

Airways, will continue to be a positive

gadgets and souvenirs.

International Airport.

is already working on the available retail

influence on the customer base and

Along with exciting year-round product

Qatar Duty Free has been continuously

spaces, which will be well over 25,000sqm.

passenger spend of Qatar Duty Free.
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buyer feedback
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Emmanuel de Place, COO, LS Travel Retail ASPAC: “The ‘Emerging Asia’ session was very useful to get some new insights
into the region. I was especially amazed by the presentation on the Philippines. We regularly travel to India and China, but
these presentations about the Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia and so on were great to get more information
and feedback from airports and operators out there.”

Buyer
feedback

Ken Tse, Managing Director, Nuance-Watson (Singapore) praised the contribution of Chandran Nair, CEO, Global Institute
For Tomorrow, in the Morning Plenary session. “It’s unusual for TFWA to have someone like him and refreshing to have
someone who can give a diverse all-round perspective of the future. He provided some controversial views.”

Yesterday saw a full programme of conference
and workshop sessions. We asked a selection of
buyers in attendance for their feedback.

Devesh Kuwadekar, Manager, Business Development & Marketing, Qatar Duty Free: “The ‘Technology Talk’ workshop was
very good because it gave a perspective about the areas an operator should focus on. One thing I took away from the session
is that there is not necessarily a right or wrong mobile and social media strategy. You need to tailor it to your own customers.”

Henrich Ewers, General Manager, Dubai office of
Peter Justesen, was impressed by the statistics on
developing markets in Workshop B, ‘Emerging Asia’.
“It’s not only China, but Bhutan and Indonesia that are
growing significantly.”

Fahim Shaikh, General Manager, Dufry Singapore: “The
‘China Revisited’ session was very informative and it
was good to hear about all of the passenger information,
their habits and what they’re buying. That’s very useful
information for operators.”

Anthony Detter, MD of Inflight Sales Group, Hong Kong, reacted to the threat to budget air travel, that was discussed
in Workshop A, ‘China Revisited’. “Someone asked how can you offer an air ticket for US$40 and pay the price of jet
fuel? I think it is a very simplistic way to look at things. You have to look at this as part of a much wider picture – the
ticket is part of a promotion. The market economy is doing fine most of the time. People just have to be competitive
and do a good job.”
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new products

Travalo
Touch
New exhibitor
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Cognac masterpiece
Cuvée 3.140 from the Masterpiece Collection

stitched natural Italian leather contains the

by Cyril Camus is being presented at this

Baccarat crystal decanter, sealed with a leather

year’s show.

lace adorned by a 24-carat gold clover leaf. This

The gourmet Cognac comprises a delicate

decanter was created by French sculptor Serge

Travalo’s travel retail listings have increased

harmony between a 65-year guaranteed

Mansau. Cuvée 3.140 is available worldwide in a

by 10% within the past year, with new

minimum age Grande Champagne, a 39-year

limited edition of 950 decanters.

stockists including retailers such as

guaranteed minimum age Petite Champagne

Also being presented on the Camus Cognac

Heinemann and Aelia.

and a 36-year guaranteed minimum age

stand will be the new ungava Canadian

As well as enjoying impressive sales with

Bons Bois, which provides a superb balance

Premium Gin.

the Classic Travalo models, the refillable

between strength and finesse to the blend.

perfume spray won several awards in 2011

The unique aromatic personality of the Bons

and is featured within the ‘Elle Beauty It List

Bois was created by its distillation process,

2012’ for the Singapore region.

the origin of its cask and its position in the

TFWA Asia Pacific &

cellar under favourable conditions of heat

GATE ONE2ONE sees

and humidity, and it was subtly influenced by

the launch of a third

the tannin from century-old Limousine oaks.

Travalo product – the

The presentation case for Cuvée 3.140 is

Travalo Touch. The

equally special. An elegant, handcrafted

niche product is a 5ml

wooden case covered with the finest hand-

Stand K13

Classically
exquisite

refillable fragrance
wand, with rollerball
technology. Like
the earlier Classic
Essential and Classic
Excel models, the

Statement bags

Touch has the patented
repeat pump system,

the steel finishing and hi-tech functionality

Equss is launching new watches, jewellery

so refilling with

of the bags and cases.

and ladies accessories collections.

fragrance is simple

The briefcase from Piquadro’s Blue Square

Among the new timepieces is the

and mess-free. The

collection is an organised, expandable

Dynamic line, which boasts a Japanese

Touch also has of

computer bag, which features several

chronograph movement and is a high-

an integrated flow

external zip pockets. It is equipped with two

performance watch that also has a

regulator, which is said

separate well-padded sleeve compartments

charismatic presentation.

to mean there is no

for PC and iPad, a key ring, an address tag

Alongside these watches, the new

chance of leakages.

and numerous internal pockets.

‘Classically Exquisite’ jewellery

The Touch is as handy

The iPad cases are conceived to protect the

collection is being presented. A range

and easy to use as its

tablets during transport without altering

of necklaces, earrings, bracelets

their features of lightness and reduced

and rings with coloured crystals and

yet gives

Piquadro is showcasing a range of hi-tech

dimensions. The iPhone holders are style

natural cultured pearls, all set in 925

the added

products with a series of bags and cases

accessories covered in very thin leather of

sterling silver, are included in the new

benefit of

conceived to stylishly and safely carry all types

different colours.

collection. All of the pieces are said to

discreet

of laptops, as well as the latest, highly desirable

The Blue Square series also includes an

be inspired by the femininity of nature

and

Apple gadgets. The Italian designer brand has

assorted set of accessories in different

and Equss’ appreciation of the classics.

targeted

launched a new variety of business and travel

shades of colour, perfectly combining

In the ladies accessories category, new

fragrance

items in the Piquadro Blue Square series.

together or with the briefcase models. These

handbags designed with innovative

application.

Unmistakable in its design, Blue Square is

include key rings, business card holders,

materials are featured. Among the lines

characterised by tinted sharp cut edges and

belts and wallets.

is the fashionable Femina handbag.

Stand B2

Stand G18

predecessors,

Stand
A29

Butlers’
80th
birthday

a sky-blue chamois interior. The fine Italian,
vintage-effect leather provides a contrast to

Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines,
South Korea and Sri Lanka.
This year at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE the focus will be on four
sharing packs, each featuring a set of
delicious twistwrap truffles. Two new
deluxe gifting packs will also be launched
at the show. These include impressive
new selections of delicious alcohol-free

Butlers Chocolates, which is celebrating its

chocolate assortments. A limited edition

80th anniversary this year, is looking to build

chocolate assortment in celebration of the

on its recent success in Asia at this year’s

80th anniversary will also be on show.

show in Singapore. A number of new and

Visitors to the Butlers stand will also be

existing lines will be presented on the Irish

able to preview the new 300g premium

company’s stand.

collection and the contemporary range of

Butlers is now available in over 35 countries

100g chocolate bars.

worldwide, including 50 international
airports in the likes of Singapore, Malaysia,

Stand Q9
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Guess
Spring
Summer
2012
collection
Summer arrives bringing bright colours and

luscious crystal colours of light grey,

crisp whites to the GUESS Girl’s wardrobe.

cyclamen, rosewater, and pacific opal.

On-trend for the season, GUESS Jewellery

With these irresistible and enticing styles,

features pops of colour in pink, purple, blue

the GUESS Girl will be turning up the heat

and green.

this summer with GUESS Jewellery.

The bracelet category is the centre of

The GUESS fashionista can update her

attention as slipknot and twisted cord styles

personalised charm bracelet this season

are updated with new chains, hearts and

as GUESS Jewellery introduces nine new

logos. With a spectrum of sexy colours to

charms and one special edition charm to

choose from, mix and match these bracelets

celebrate GUESS’s 30th anniversary. The

together for a flirty fashion statement.

special edition birthday charm bracelet

Ideal for the relaxed vibe of the perfect

comes in a collectible box with a red hot kiss

summer getaway, new collections include

on the silver heart. This charm is sure to

starfish, natural geode shapes, and

spice up the GUESS Girl’s wardrobe.

whimsical dragonflies. Subtle shades
of blue, pink and grey are created using

Stand F26

been selected from some of the rarest casks.
Rich rosewood in colour, The Macallan Limited
Release MMXII (49.5% ABV) offers sweet dried
fruits, ginger and nutmeg, and soft wood spice
on the nose. On the palate it is initially spicy,
before softening to release an abundance of
sultana and raisin with chocolate orange in
the background. Medium sweet initially, it
develops to a long finish. The casks were hand
crafted specifically for The Macallan in Jerez,
southern Spain and seasoned for two years
with the finest dry Oloroso sherry.

Rare
whisky

This super-premium addition to The
Macallan 1824 Collection is presented in a
beautiful decanter, which has been handblown from the finest crystal.
Meanwhile, there are two additions to
Highland Park’s travel retail exclusive
Vintage Collection of single malt whiskies
– Highland Park Vintage 2001 and Highland

The Edrington Group is unveiling the Macallan

Park Vintage 1991. The entire Highland Park

1824 Collection Limited Release MMXII at

travel retail collection is being showcased at

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

third in this elite series consists of just 1,824
decanters of a single malt whisky that has

Stand N31
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Exploring the new
New exhibitor
Titan is the fifth largest watch player in
the world and has set its ambitions to
climb up the charts rapidly. Titan is mostly
targeted towards the young, modern
and aspirational consumer, who is well
travelled and discerning. Its customer
base is spread around the world, with
Asia being the major player. The company
says that its customers’ fascination for
newer advanced models is the reason
for its obsession with innovation,
experimentation and constant change,
hence its motto – ‘Explore the new’.
Titan recognises the potential and
opportunities presented by travel
retail and views TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE as a significant
and relevant platform for its business,

Paton's
adds a
pinch of
salt

sprinkle of salt added to the toffee in which
the nut is encased before it is dipped back in
Paton’s chocolate.
Jeremy Tan, sales manager Asian region,
Paton’s, said: “Salted nuts are common as
snack items and chocolate and toffee are
always winners, so when we heard that salted
chocolate was the new buzz, we set to work.
“It is amazing how a small pinch of salt

particularly in South East Asia.

sharpens the taste of the toffee and subtly

Titan is showcasing its latest ‘Retail

alters the profile of the finished product.

Identity for Shop in Shop’ format –

We don’t expect to win over every Royals

something it says could be brought to

Paton’s is presenting a salted version of one

fan with this new product but we certainly

life in many duty free points of sale.

of its most successful chocolate nut lines in

suggest they try it!”

Titan is also presenting its latest watch

response to the latest trend in confectionery.

The Paton’s Royals Collection now includes

styles here at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Paton’s Salted Milk Macadamia Royals and

Milk, Dark, White and Salted Milk Chocolate

ONE2ONE.

Paton’s Salted Milk Almond Royals are being

varieties with macadamia and almond centres.

Stand L7

launched at this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE. The new recipe sees a

Stand C13
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Easy Vanity Men is a compact masculine

Easy
travel

toiletry bag, which folds out to reveal three
big zipped plastic pockets and two small slipin pockets to keep toiletries clean and dry.
Mini Cross Over is a neat little nylon twill
bag designed to hold a phone or MP3 player
in a zipped neoprene protective pocket, with

Superb
spirits

Tintamar has created a new Easy Travel

other valuables in a separate pocket.

Collection designed for travellers. There are

Small Cross Over is a slightly larger bag

four items – Easy Cash, Easy Vanity Men,

designed to hold your camera, passport,

Mini Cross Over and Small Cross Over –

phone and money with two zipped pockets,

which are made of washable nylon, so they

one of which is in protective neoprene, and

are light and very robust.

an extra slip-in pocket on the outside.

A fifth item, described as a revolutionary

The Tintamar Easy Travel Collection also

concept for travellers, will be unveiled at

includes the Easy Vanity for ladies, Shoe

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE today.

Bag, Gold Trotter Jewel Bag, Passport

Claren Wong, brand manager, Pernod Ricard

Easy Cash has four zipped money

Holder, Wallet and In-flight Purse.

Asia Duty Free. “Travellers are looking for

pockets lined in different colours

new and interesting offers but quality and

to keep currencies separate.

Stand H10

authenticity are important.”
Also being presented by Pernod Ricard
Travel Retail is the new Martell Chanteloup
Perspective, a new prestige Cognac. The

The new super premium vodka, ABSOLUT

product is named after the remarkable

ELYX, is being presented at this year’s

Chanteloup estate where Martell has long

show following its recent introduction to

aged some of its finest eaux-de-vie in the

Singapore Changi Airport.

heart of the Cognac region.

On 1 March, the new product was launched

Composed of eaux-de-vie from the

in DFS Galleria Singapore, as a first phase in

region’s four leading growth areas, Martell

a launch campaign in the Asia duty free and

Chanteloup Perspective is dark amber in

travel retail market. The super premium vodka

colour. Fresh stone-fruit and floral aromas on

will also be rolled out in Malaysia, Thailand,

the nose give way to candied- and dried-fruit

Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Vietnam.

notes, followed by a lingering spice finish.

“There is huge market potential for super
premium vodka in Asia duty free,” said

Stand K2
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London
jewels
Buckley London is launching its latest
designs at TFWA Asia Pacific and GATE
ONE2ONE this year. Among the new
additions is the 2012 Collection. This new
jewellery collection incorporates the best
selling designs from previous seasons and
includes stunning new designs created by
the Buckley design team at their central

Sparkle Collection, which will also be on

London studio.

show in Singapore. This range incorporates

The Buckley London 2012 range

the classic tone of yellow gold, feminine

is complemented by a new, more

touch of rose gold, modern edge of rhodium

contemporary looking packaging in a

and the glamorous sparkle of Austrian

refreshing and elegant tone of pale blue.

crystals. Each of the pieces is hand finished

Inspired by the popularity of the award-

to the highest quality.

winning Russian Trio Collection, Buckley
London has also created the new Russian

Stand N9

Top
Timepieces
On the PT Switzerland/Fortune
Concept stand the latest timepieces
from Aigner and Timberland are
being presented.
The latest Timberland watch
collection is being unveiled
here in Singapore and includes
premium offerings for men
and women. Among them is the
Stratham model, which has an
all stainless steel case, mineral
glass with sapphire coating, an oily
tanned leather strap and an analogue
chronograph. The Hydroclimb timepiece,
with a silicone rubber strap and stainless
steel casing, is also on show.
The popular Aigner watches
are already available
in duty free
shops in Germany, Korea, Malaysia,
Singapore, China and the Middle
East. Among the latest lines for
men is the Lazio A42121
travel retail exclusive model,
which is defined by its bold,
round, stainless steel case
that encircles a simple
textured interface.
Another travel retail exclusive,
Asti Due A32209A is also being
showcased. The strong and
sophisticated timepiece for
women features a thick bezel
in the trademark horseshoe
shape, engraved with Aigner’s
brand name, and dotted at the
crown with an exquisite diamond.
The mother of pearl dial has a
striking Aigner ‘A’ in the centre.
It is finished off with a black
leather strap with a stud ‘A’ logo.

Stand C21
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Displaying
innovation
Suppliers and distributors of electronics products
have their work cut out to make sure their product
gets noticed in the increasingly competitive travel
retail marketplace, as Ryan Ghee reports.
Product innovation may well be an allimportant element when it comes to
the electronics sector, but developing
sleek and attractive packaging and
merchandising solutions are just as
important to make use of the limited
amount of space available both on the
ground and onboard.
While accepting that “in our game, you
innovate or you disappear”, Theo Lammers,
CEO, Travel Retail Innovations (The
Mezzanine 307), also emphasised the work
that goes into making sure this innovation
catches the eye of the travelling consumer.
The company makes use of hang-up tags so
items can be displayed attractively in small

01
02
01 Franz Xaver Wageneder,
travel retail business
development, Beurer: “We
have developed new and
smaller inflight packaging
to perfectly fit into airline
carts, as well as a new retail
display system to present
the entire range.”
02 Braun has introduced
an all-black identity to
harmonise the brand image
across its entire portfolio.
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spaces, and it also offers a store display

at point-of-purchase is crucial to make them

and order system individually designed

aware of all the features.”

and maintained to suit the retailer’s
specification. These techniques are applied

Perfect presentation

to promote the latest products from the likes

Richard Kennedy, group sales & marketing

of AKG, Sennheiser and Logic3.

director, Scorpio Distributors (Stand K28),

“The problem with technology is that it can

said innovation is “crucial” in the electronics

look very boxy on-shelf, so where we have

sector. Among the latest additions to the

space, we use dynamic display screens and

portfolio is the Elonex range of electronic

variable lighting to make the retail area

devices, which includes the 7” eTouch and

informative and inviting, and to make the

the 7” colour eBook.

brands stand out,” Lammers added.

“We work consistently with our suppliers to

Braun (Stand E13) makes use of a

ensure our offer is up-to-date, trend-setting

unified all-black brand identity to create

and great value for money,” Kennedy said.

head of consumer business, Sennheiser

a harmonious look across its portfolio.

For some products, experiencing them

Electronic Asia.

In addition to its vast range of shavers

first-hand is what sets them apart from the

In a category that is known for its product

and epilators, the company is this year

crowd and recognising this, new exhibitor

innovation, it is becoming increasingly clear

presenting Braun clocks and watches that

Sennheiser (The Mezzanine 316), often uses

that this alone cannot guarantee success. In

are produced in cooperation with Braun

product demonstrations to illustrate the

order to achieve a sale, you must first attract

licensee Zeon Ltd. “We believe that a unified

effectiveness of the NoiseGuard technology

the attention of the consumer and with this

brand identity helps us to stand out from

in its travel headphones.

in mind, inventive packaging and display

the crowd and be recognised across the

“Our wide range of products are showcased

solutions are proving to be a vital part of

globe,” said Kathrin Mellin, junior marketing

according to their usage,” said Martin Low,

driving growth.
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